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• Water moves through an endless global cycle, evaporating from
lakes, seas and oceans, forming clouds, precipitating as rain or
snow, then flowing back down to the sea. The process is powered
by the sun
• Hydro power is simply using the potential energy stored in water
to power machinery or make electricity.
• Hydropower uses water as the source of energy. The water cycle is
a solar-powered recharging system, therefore hydro power is a
form of renewable energy

To determine the power producing potential of water flowing in a river
or from a lake / reservoir it is necessary to:
• Determine the realistic range of flow rates
o The flow rate is the quantity of water flowing past a point in a
given time, whether instantaneously, or when released
through a pipe from a lake or reservoir
• Determine the net head through which the water can be made to
fall
o The head is the vertical height, in m, from the turbine up to
the point where the water enters the intake pipe or penstock
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1. Hydropower is fuelled by water, so it's a clean and renewable fuel
source
2. Hydropower is generally available as needed; the flow of water
through the turbines can be controlled to produce electricity on
demand
3. In addition to clean electricity, hydropower plants provide other
benefits:
 Impoundment (dam) hydropower creates reservoirs that offer a
variety of recreational opportunities, notably fishing, swimming,
and boating
 Many hydropower installations provide some public access to the
reservoir to allow local communities to benefit from these
opportunities – eg. from fishing as well as leisure activities
4. Other benefits may include water supply and flood control (with
storage)

1. Fish populations can be affected if fish cannot migrate
upstream past impoundment dams to spawning grounds
or if they cannot migrate downstream to the sea.
Remedies are fish ladders or elevators, or by trapping
and hauling the fish upstream by truck. Other remedies
can be by maintaining a side (spill) flow by
by--passing the
turbine.
2. Hydropower can impact water quality and flow.
Hydropower plants can cause low dissolved oxygen
levels in the water. Can be remedied by various aeration
techniques
3. Hydropower plants can be impacted by drought
No water = no electricity

Fundamentals of SHP
Technologies:
Design and General Aspects

Key elements:
 Site evaluation
 Water resource and potential
 Civil engineering works
 ElectroElectro-mechanical Equipment
 Economic considerations & evaluation

Needs:


Identification of the Site



Evaluation of the water resources available for the plant and the
potential for energy production



Definition and cost evaluation of the plant



Evaluation of project’s economics



Assessment of regulatory requirements



Hydrology
Hydrology::

 VelocityVelocity-Area method
 Dilution Methods
 Flow measuring devices e.g rectangular weir, VV-notch weirs, flumes,

channels....
 SlopeSlope-Area method


Sizing a power plant:

 How much of the available water resources can be used by turbines of

different sizes.
 Power availability from flow varying throughout the year (seasonal
changes)


Annual energy production:

 Can be approximated by converting to an actual quantity of water in m3 in

a specific time

 Dams and weirs:
o Increase the available head
o Create a reservoir to store water
 Intakes:
o Conduct water into the penstock or power canal/tunnel
o Minimise debris and sediment carried by incoming water
 Waterways:
o Tunnels / Canals: convey water directly or via penstock to

turbines
o Forebay: designed to provide just enough extra storage to
supply turbine at startstart-up
o Penstocks: pipes conveying water to the turbines
o Tailraces: return water back to river after passing through
turbines

 Powerhouse:
o location for turbines, generators, switchgear, etc
o Below 100 m head, the size of Power House and concrete

volume are function of turbine size
o Above 100 m head, the size is determined by diameter of
the generator casing

Turbines: convert potential energy to mechanical energy
3 categories of conventional turbines:
 Kaplan & Propeller turbines: axial flow reaction turbines used for low

head

 Francis turbines: radial flow reaction turbines with fixed runner blades

and adjustable guide vanes. Used for medium heads

 Peltons: impulse turbines with single or multiple jets - each jet issuing via

a nozzle with a needle valve to control flow. Used for medium and high
heads

Turbine types based on Head and Discharges

Type, geometry and dimensions depends primarily on:
 Net head
 Rated (design) discharge pressue
 Specific speed: determines the type & basic shape of the runner &

other parts of the unit
 Runaway speed: theoretical speed that can be attained when
hydraulic power is at its max and electrical load is disconnected.
 Ratio power to net head
 Cost



Generators: transform mechanical energy to electrical energy. Two
choices:
 Synchronous alternators equiped witha DC excitation system
 Asynchronous generator which draws excitation from the grid



Control equipment:
equipment:
 Governors can be mechanical or electrical
 Switchgear panel and protection
 Control system & automation
 Power station auxiliary electrical equipment
 Service transformer
 DC control power supply
 Substation



Profitability of any scheme is a function its capital and of the revenues
from the sale of electricity



Main parameters influencing costs and revenues:
 Type of turbine
 Number and type of units; turbines with multiple runners or multiple
nozzles
 Speed of rotation
 Turbine setting
 Control equipment
 Size of powerhouse
 Sale of electricity



Type of turbine:




Number of Units:




For the same head, certain turbines are more difficult to manufacture than
others consequently they are more expensive. Eg. for low heads, a Propeller is
cheaper than a Kaplan designed for the same rated discharge. In medium
heads, a cross
cross--flow turbine is cheaper than a Francis (whose runner is more
complex)

Turbines with multiple runners or multiple nozzles

Speed of Rotation:

Higher specific speed means smaller turbine dimensions and higher speed
generators. Since turbine cost decreases with increasing speed, there is major
incentive to use higher specific speed.
 In small units, if the speed is high enough, a standard generator can be directly
coupled to the turbine (saving gearbox cost)




Turbine Setting
 The negative effect of high specific speeds, requiring a deeper setting to

avoid cavitation, must also be included in the assessment:

▪ Additional foundation excavation
▪ Extra dewatering costs
▪ Higher costs of draft tube gate because of higher tailwater head etc



Control Equipment
 Turbines like Kaplan with double regulation (runner blades + guide vanes

adjustable) require more complex control system, which increases cost.
 Others - like Pelton – need only rudimentary control system (eg. deflector
ahead of nozzle)

Size of Powerhouse:
 The powerhouse concrete volume can be determined based on a
number of units and their inlet throat diameter. Often the cost of the
civil work is higher than the cost of the equipment. Reducing the unit
size decreases the cost of the powerhouse.
Sales of electricity
 The revenue from the sale of electricity produced by one unit is a
function of:
▪ Discharge flow
▪ Net head
▪ Overall system efficiency
▪ Running time
▪ Electricity tarriff



Static Methods:
Methods:
Payback Method (recovery or break even period) determines number of
years required for invested capital to be compensated by resulting
benefits.
 Return on Investment Method calculates average annual return, net of
yearly costs, such as depreciation, as a percentage of the original book
value of the investment.




Dynamic Methods:
Methods: take into account total costs & benefits over the life

of the investiment + timing of the cash flow
 Net Present Value (NPV)
 BenefitBenefit-Cost ratio (BCR)
 Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

1.

Investor confidence
1. As with any investment, this is key
2. Also depends on project’s purpose (eg. community / regional infra
infra--structure benefit – rather than

commercial)

2.

Financing:
1. Despite attractive returns, financial institutions are frequently unfamiliar with SHP sector
2. Desirable to have other funding sources – state, private, public private partnerships, or commercial

3.

Technical capability:
Firms in Africa have limited experience with carrying out feasibility studies, or design & construction of
SHP
2. Clearwater Power technology does

1.

4.

Lack of infrastructure for manufacturing, installation & operation:
1. Most African countries do not (yet) have any facility to manufacture turbines or parts
2. Importation is a “must” initially
3. But SHP could provide the basis for the creation of a future turbine manufacturing business in Africa

1.

Policy & regulatory uncertainty:
Government policies in many countries generally support development of SHP
2. There are rarely clear, targeted regulations & incentives for promoting
independent generation for captive use or for feeding into the grid
1.

2.

Market uncertainty:
1.

3.

Lack of clear rules to allow the sale of power produced by SHP - say beyond
typical IPP scale, limits the size of projects

Lack of entrepreneurial culture:
1.

Cannot / will not take calculated risks, determination, perseverance, creativity….

1. SHP has proven itself as a major contributor to electrification in
developing countries, e.g China & India
2. The recent interest in SHP in Africa has resulted in a number of projects
that could pave the way for large scale introduction of small
hydropower
hydropower..
3. Current interest by African governments
governments,, international donors,
development banks and the private sector in increasing energy access
in Africa will facilitate the uptake of this robust, environmentally friendly
form of energy
4. Clearwater Power Technology is well positioned to deliver SHP projects
in Africa

